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injections, and more generally geomagnetic storms, is the occurrence of broadband electromagnetic ﬁeld
ﬂuctuations over spacecraft frame frequencies (fsc) extending from effectively zero to fsc ≳ 100 Hz. Using
observations from the Van Allen Probes we show that these waves most commonly occur premidnight but are
observed over a range of local times extending into the dayside magnetosphere. We ﬁnd that the variation of
magnetic spectral energy density with fsc obeys εB ¼ Af α
sc over several decades with a spectral breakpoint at
fb ≈ 1 Hz. The values for α are lognormally distributed with α = 1.9 ± 0.6 for fsc < fb and α = 2.9 ± 0.6 for fsc > fb. A
is a function of geomagnetic activity with the largest values observed over intervals of decreasing Dst index
during the main phase of geomagnetic storms. At these times these waves are nearly always present in the
nightside inner magnetosphere and are commonly observed from L = 3 outward. The observed variation of
the electric to magnetic ﬁeld amplitude with fsc is well described by a dispersive Alfvén wave model under the
assumption that fsc is primarily a consequence of the Doppler shift of plasma frame structures moving over the
spacecraft. The robust anticorrelation between the time rate change of the Dst index and wave spectral energy
density coupled with the ability of dispersive Alfvén waves to drive transverse ion acceleration suggests that
these waves may boost ion energy density in the inner magnetosphere and intensify the ring current during
storm times.

1. Introduction
Interest in wave activity in the inner magnetosphere is often motivated by the potential for these ﬁeld variations
to enhance or deplete energetic electron and ion populations related to the radiation belts and ring current,
respectively. These have included a variety of MHD waves and resonances [Takahashi and Anderson, 1992;
Claudepierre et al., 2013; Dai et al., 2013, 2015; Takahashi et al., 2015] and higher-frequency modes related to
velocity space instabilities of particle distributions [Fraser et al., 1996; Usanova et al., 2014; Meredith et al.,
2002; Ma et al., 2014; Li et al., 2011; Santolík et al., 2014]. In these treatments it has usually been assumed that
the phase speed of these waves is sufﬁciently large that variations in the spacecraft frame are dominated by
plasma frame ﬁeld oscillations. This has allowed the convenient categorization of waves in terms of the
observed spacecraft frame frequency under the assumption that this is the same as that in the plasma frame.
However, observations from the CRRES and Cluster spacecraft [Wygant et al., 1998; Ohtani et al., 2010] and most
recently from the Van Allen Probes and Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms
(THEMIS) [Wygant et al., 2013; Califf et al., 2015] have shown the existence of large-amplitude quasi-static electric ﬁelds throughout this region of space during active times. The plasma drift associated with these ﬁelds will
provide a Doppler shift of wave frequency by an amount inversely dependent on the transverse wave scale or
wavelength. Observed electric ﬁelds suggest that drifts in excess of 10 km/s are not uncommon so that waves
with scales of the order of ion gyroradii, for example, may be expected to experience Doppler shifts of up to
100 Hz. While this may be unimportant for waves in the kilohertz range and above, it may be the dominant
contribution to the observed spacecraft frame frequency for small-scale low-frequency modes.
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Here we report results from a statistical study of observations from the Van Allen Probes of broadband electromagnetic low-frequency wave bursts which have the properties of Doppler-shifted ﬁeld variations over
transverse scales extending from multiple to subion gyroradii. It has previously been shown for a case study
that these ﬁeld variations can be characterized as a mix of kinetic Alfvén waves and kinetic ﬁeld line
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resonances [Chaston et al., 2014a] and are observed in association with hot plasma injections into the inner
magnetosphere. A similar result concerning the wave mode identiﬁcation has recently been reported from
an analysis of a storm time broadband electromagnetic wave event by Moya et al. [2015]. These waves are
the low-frequency electromagnetic counterpart of the electric ﬁeld variations examined by Malaspina et al.
[2015] in association with plasma boundaries observed from the Van Allen Probes. In this report we use ﬁeld
measurements from the Van Allen Probes recorded over the life of the mission up until to the end of March
2015 to characterize the spectral, dispersion, and occurrence properties of low-frequency broadband electromagnetic waves in the inner magnetosphere as functions of magnetospheric activity and location. The large
amplitude and prevalence of these waves during storm times, the anticorrelation of wave spectral energy
density with the time rate change in Dst, and the known ability of kinetic Alfvén waves to drive transverse
ion energization [Johnson and Cheng, 2001; Chaston et al., 2014b] suggest that these waves may play a role
in enhancing ion energy density in the inner magnetosphere during storm times.

2. Observations
Figure 1 shows spectral measurements of electromagnetic ﬁeld variations observed from Van Allen Probe A
during the geomagnetic storm of 31 May to 3 June 2013. During this storm the provisional Dst index shown in
Figure 1a dipped to a minimum of 120 nT. The main phase of the storm was characterized by a series of
plasma injections manifest in Figure 1a as variations in the AE index [Weygand et al., 2008]. These continued
into the recovery phase albeit with reduced frequency and intensity. Associated with these injections were
broadband bursts of electromagnetic wave activity. These appear in Figures 1b–1d as low-frequency
enhancements with spectral energy densities that monotonically decrease with increasing fsc from the lowest
frequencies shown. In electric ﬁeld these ﬂuctuations generally extend over the range 0< fsc ≲ 100 Hz with
some short-duration intense bursts providing measurable ﬂuctuations up to 1 kHz. The white curve superimposed on these panels shows the proton cyclotron frequency—clearly, there is no structuring at, or near, this
frequency nor can any structuring related to the O+ and He+ cyclotron frequencies be identiﬁed. There also
appears to be no structuring of emission at frequencies of the order of a few hundreds of hertz, where the
lower hybrid resonance is expected. In magnetic ﬁelds the bandwidth appears considerably narrower and
extends over the range of 0 < fsc ≲ 1 Hz with the highest frequencies reached only when large spectral energy
densities in electric ﬁeld are observed. Search coil measurements, which we will consider later, show that the
upper limit of this range is primarily a consequence of the noise ﬂoor imposed by digitization over large
dynamic range of “DC” magnetic ﬁeld measurements. This will become readily apparent when we compare
the search coil and ﬂuxgate magnetic ﬁeld measurements in our discussion of the spectral statistics.
The striking feature of the spectrograms shown in Figures 1b–1d is the persistence of the bursty broadband
wave activity over most of this storm time interval. A comparison of the duration of these broadband waves
with the ephemeris data shown in Figure 1e indicates that these waves extend from L ≈ 2.5 out to apogee for
the Van Allen Probes at L ≈ 6.5. The prevalence of these waves as indicated in Figure 1 has motivated the performance of a statistical survey of their properties. The interval of study includes measurements from October
2012 to the end of March 2015 recorded from the Van Allen Probes. Signiﬁcantly, this interval includes more
than a complete precession of spacecraft apogee through all local times allowing a global map to be compiled. Broadband wave events have been identiﬁed from onboard spectral estimates that are continuously
provided from the Van Allen Probes including satellite spin plane electric and magnetic ﬁelds [Wygant
et al., 2013; Kletzing et al., 2013]. From an inspection of a large number of events we have formulated an automated detection algorithm for these features based on a monotonic decrease in spectral energy density in
magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations (εB) for fsc > 10 Hz and spectral energy densities in E (εE) which must exceed
5.0 × 104 (mV/m)2/Hz for fsc < 28 Hz. We ﬁnd that this approach eliminates contributions due to electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves, magnetosonic waves, plasmaspheric hiss, and intervals of low-frequency chorus
associated with magnetic ﬁeld depressions. For the identiﬁcation of a wave event we also require that these
criteria are satisﬁed over an interval with duration (tD) sufﬁcient for the spacecraft to traverse several ion
gyroradii (ρi). Here ρi is the proton gyroradius at half of the energy of the peak in ion differential energy ﬂux
(i.e., the proton temperature for a Maxwellian). From a small survey of Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron
[Funsten et al., 2013] and Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer [Blake et al., 2013] observations and spacecraft
orbital speeds we ﬁnd that tD ≥ 300 s is sufﬁcient to ensure that this requirement is satisﬁed. Through this
CHASTON ET AL.
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Figure 1. Van Allen Probe A wave observations during 1 June 2013 geomagnetic storm. (a) AE and provisional Dst (red)
indices. Here AE has been divided by 10. (b) Onboard spin plane electric ﬁeld wave spectra. (c) Despun spin plane electric
ﬁeld wave spectrum closest to ZGSE direction. (d) Despun spin plane magnetic ﬁeld spectrum (ﬂuxgate) closest to XGSE
direction. (e) MLT and L shell (red) at Van Allen Probe A.

process 3375 broadband wave events were identiﬁed along the orbits of the Van Allen Probes over the
study interval.

3. Occurrence and Mode Identiﬁcation
Figures 2a–2c show the spatial distribution of these broadband wave events binned with magnetic local time
(MLT) and L shell. To relate these measurements to speciﬁc phases of magnetospheric activity we plot in
Figure 2a the distribution of events for which Dst ≥  20 and in Figures 2b and 2c the distribution of events
for which Dst <  20 and the change in Dst (ΔDst) is negative or zero (Figure 2b) and positive (Figure 2c),
respectively, over a 6 h interval centered on the time of observation. In this way Figures 2b and 2c nominally
represent observations during periods of increasing or decreasing ring current strength, respectively, and can
on average be associated with the main and recovery phases of geomagnetic storms. The color scale shows
the total time of wave observation normalized by the total time the spacecraft resided in each MLT/L shell bin
on a logarithmic scale. From these plots it is apparent that the broadband wave activity is observed most
commonly on the nightside at L > 4; however, dayside events are occasionally observed and some nightside
events penetrate to L ≈ 2.5. Comparing Figures 2a–2c reveals that these events occur primarily during

Figure 2. Probability of wave occurrence for (a) nonstorm phase, (b) storm main phase, and (c) storm recovery phase. Color
scale shows the duration of broadband wave observation in each MLT-L shell bin divided by the time spent in each bin.
Dark red means continuous wave observation by the Van Allen probes at that location.
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intervals of depressed Dst and are observed most commonly when Dst is decreasing or by inference during
the main phase of geomagnetic storms. In fact, based on the statistics available to date, during the main
phase of geomagnetic storms, Figure 2b indicates that these waves are a nearly permanent feature from
20:00 to 06:00 MLT for L > 5 and are present more than 10% of the time into L = 3.5 over this range. During
nonstorm and storm recovery intervals shown in Figures 2a and 2c these waves are more restricted to premidnight hours and during nonstorm times to generally higher L shells. These results are perhaps expected,
given the association of these wave events with plasma sheet injections [Chaston et al., 2014a]; however, their
near-permanent presence during active times is surprising since they are not mentioned in any reviews on
the rather mature topic of plasma waves in the inner magnetosphere [Thorne, 2010].
To determine the nature of these broadband waves, a spectral analysis of the time series ﬁeld observations from
the Van Allen Probes over each interval identiﬁed above has been performed. This has been facilitated by Morlet
basis wavelet transforms of time series measurements from the ﬂuxgate magnetometer instrument, “survey”
electric ﬁeld measurements at 32 Hz and when available “burst” mode “DC-coupled” electric ﬁelds and search
coil-derived magnetic ﬁelds ﬁltered and downsampled to 256 Hz. In addition, onboard spectral estimates for
fsc > 10 Hz from the search coil instrument have been used. The time series measurements have been rotated
into a ﬁeld-aligned coordinate system where the y axis corresponds to the component of the electric ﬁeld in
the spin plane perpendicular to the average magnetic ﬁeld (Bo). The corresponding x and z axes are then, respectively, deﬁned to be perpendicular and parallel to Bo to complete the right-handed set. This coordinate system
provides orthogonal components in E and B which are both perpendicular to Bo without any further assumptions
(such as E  B = 0). Consistent with the earlier discussion of the relationship between event duration and ρi , Bo is
provided from a sliding average of the ﬂuxgate magnetic ﬁeld measurements of length 300 s. Spectral energy
densities are then derived from application of the wavelet transform to the resultant ﬁeld-aligned coordinate
time series over intervals 150 s in length. We have also performed the same analysis for a limited number of
events using a Fourier transform and ﬁnd virtually identical results to that provided by the wavelet approach.
Figure 3 shows the average spectral energy densities provided by this analysis in a set of logarithmically
spaced frequency bins. The distribution of spectral energy density within each bin is observed to have
∑ni¼0 logðεi Þ
n
lognormal form so that the averages shown here are given by εav ¼ e
, where n is the number of
measured values in each bin. Residual spin tones in the y component time series lead to distortions in εBy,
and particularly εEy, for 0.1 ≤ fsc ≤ 0.3 Hz as indicated in pink. The smallest magnetic ﬁeld that can be resolved
due to digitization of the ﬂuxgate magnetometer measurements is 0.125 nT [Kletzing et al., 2013]. This produces a noise ﬂoor in measurements of εB that is often encountered for fsc > 1 Hz. Consequently, in compiling
the average magnetic ﬁeld spectra shown in Figure 3a we have included only those events for which the
magnetic spectral energy density (εB) at 1 Hz satisﬁes εB > 102 nT2/Hz and is an order of magnitude above
the noise ﬂoor. Here the upper triplet of blue, green, and red curves show the x, y, and z magnetic ﬁeld measurements made in “burst mode,” while the lower triplet shows survey mode observations downshifted by a
factor of 104 for clarity. Time series search coil magnetic ﬁeld measurements are available during burst intervals allowing estimates of spectral energy densities in εB below the ﬂuxgate noise ﬂoor for fsc ≳ 1 Hz as shown.
We ﬁnd that over the range 1 ≤ fsc ≤ 10 Hz the ﬂuxgate and search coil magnetometers provide nearly identical estimates for εB when εB exceeds the noise ﬂoor. In the absence of burst measurements the onboard
spectral measurements from the search coil magnetometer are continuously available. Here we show the
spin axis component by the blue curve which has been derived from the same enhanced intervals used to
compile the survey spectra and likewise downshifted by a factor of 104. For Bo primarily along ZGSM this
component of the search coil magnetic ﬁeld measurement lies along the x direction of the ﬁeld-aligned coordinate system deﬁned above. The low-frequency roll-off for fsc ≤ 10 Hz apparent here is due to the action of a
high-pass ﬁlter which limits meaningful measurements to fsc > 10 Hz. Together, the search coil and ﬂuxgate
measurements shown in Figure 3a reveal wave power spectra of the form εB ¼ Af α
sc , where A and α are the
constants. Spectral energy densities in εBx and εBy are generally larger than in the ﬁeld-aligned component,
εBz ; however, they do become comparable for fsc ≳ 10 Hz and fsc ≲ 0.1 Hz. Signiﬁcantly, there is a clear break
between power laws in εBx and εBy at fsc = fb ≈ 1 Hz with α ≈ 2 when fsc < 1 Hz and α ≈ 3 when fsc > 1 Hz. We
will return to consider the statistical properties and implications of this scaling momentarily.
The corresponding electric ﬁeld spectra are shown in Figure 3b. Because only the spin plane electric ﬁeld
measurements are reliable over this frequency range, the y component alone is shown. The spectrum in
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Figure 3. Statistical averages of the observed broadband wave spectra. (a) Magnetic ﬁeld spectral measurements where
blue, green, and red correspond to the x, y, and z directions in the ﬁeld-aligned coordinate system as deﬁned in the text.
The top triplet is for data collected during wave burst intervals, while the bottom is survey measurements downshifted by a
4
factor of 10 . Measurements below 3 Hz are from the ﬂuxgate magnetometer, while those above are from the search coil
instrument. (b) Perpendicular electric ﬁeld spectral energy density. The dashed curve is for survey mode measurements,
while the solid line is from burst intervals. (c) The ratio EY/BX derived from survey (blue) and burst mode measurements
(black). The red dashed line is a ﬁt of the kinetic Alfvén wave dispersion relation to the observations as described in the text.

εEy for fsc < 0.1 Hz is similar in form to that of εBx, but above this frequency, εEy decreases more slowly before
rolling off above fR ≈ 30 Hz (the roll-off at much lower frequencies in the survey data is due to low-pass ﬁlter
used in the data reduction). The origin of this “roll-off” is uncertain, but it is consistent with expectations for
measurements of electric ﬁelds with gradient scales or wavelengths (λ) approaching the baseline length of
the electric ﬁeld instrument (d = 100 m). This effect causes a reduction in measured electric ﬁeld given by
Eobs/E ≈ sinc(πd/λ) where Eobs is the measured value. The consequent underestimation of spectral energy
density can then be expected to become apparent for dλ ≳ 0:1. This suggests that the average wavelength
at fR ≈ 30 Hz is ~1 km.
For fsc < fR it was previously demonstrated for a case study by Chaston et al. [2014a] that the form of the electric ﬁeld was determined by the dispersion relation for kinetic Alfvén waves and more speciﬁcally kinetic
eigenmodes of the geomagnetic ﬁeld or kinetic ﬁeld line resonances. Figure 3c shows that the same result
holds for the statistical measurements where we plot Ey/Bx for the survey and burst ﬁeld observations as well
as a ﬁt of a local kinetic Alfvén wave model (red curve) to the burst spectra given by
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2ﬃ
EY
Bo
2 vi
≈ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1 þ ðωsc =Ωi Þ
(1)
μo mi ni
BX
vf
Here mi, Ωi, vi, and vf are the average ion mass, angular ion cyclotron frequency, ion thermal velocity, and ﬂow
speed in the s/c frame, respectively. The ion mass is mi = (nOmO + npmp)/ni, where nO and np are the O+ and H+
ion densities, respectively, and mO and mp are the corresponding atomic masses. For the kinetic Alfvén wave
CHASTON ET AL.
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Figure 4. (a) Distribution of spectral indices for the nondispersive (αN—black) and dispersive ranges (αD—blue).
(b) Distributions of nondispersive spectral constant, AN, for consecutive ranges in AE. (c) Variation of the distribution of AN
with AE. The small diamonds represent the lognormal averages, while the red lines represent one standard deviation and the
black line is a ﬁt to the average value. (d) Variation of the distribution of AN with Dst—the solid curves show the variation
of the average value of AN organized with respect to the sign of ΔDst, while the dashed curves are one standard deviation
from the average. The histogram shows the probability of observation from the Van Allen Probes at each Dst value. (e) Rate of
change of Dst as a function of AN for consecutive ranges in Dst.
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k⊥ ≫ k|| and so ω/k⊥ ≈ ω/k ≪ ω/k||. For E × Bo drifts (and spacecraft motion) across the geomagnetic ﬁeld of the
order of several kilometers per second and larger, this means that ωsc = ω + k  vf ≈ |k⊥||vf| cos θ. For an ensemble
average of random orientations of vf and k⊥, and noting that ωsc can only be positive, one ﬁnds that cos θ ≈ 0.64.
This allows k⊥ to appear as ωsc/|vf| in equation (1). Bo is then deﬁned from observations with ni and vvfi free parameters for the ﬁt. The ﬁtted result shown suggests that ni = nO + np ≈ 12 mp/mi cm3 and vvfi ≈10 mp =mi . These

average parameters are consistent with the expected plasma environment in which these waves are observed.
Some caveats in this interpretation should be acknowledged. First, equation (1) is the simplest possible form of
the kinetic Alfvén wave dispersion relation. Effects due to ﬁnite electron temperature and in particular ﬁnite
plasma beta will shift the predicted Ey/Bx ratio and may provide the appreciable compressional ﬁelds identiﬁed
above [Chaston et al., 2012]. Furthermore, nonlocal effects associated with the very long parallel wavelengths
and the presence of ﬁeld line eigenmodes as expected for these waves complicate the interpretation
[Chaston et al., 2014a]. Nonetheless, with these caveats noted, the similarity between the observed and modeled results over 4 orders of magnitude in fsc supports the statistical description of these broadband electromagnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations as a Doppler-shifted spectrum of kinetic Alfvén waves.
A recurrent feature of kinetic Alfvén waves as observed in space plasmas is the characteristic εB ¼ Af α
sc spectral form with the occurrence of a spectral breakpoint at fsc corresponding to k⊥ ρi ≈ 1 [Bale et al., 2005;
Chaston et al., 2008]. From Figure 3a, these features are well represented in the inner magnetosphere with
the spectral breakpoint at fsc = fb ≈ 1 Hz corresponding to k⊥ ρi ≥ 1 as inferred from the dispersion relation
ﬁt. Based on this result from hereon we will refer to those frequencies below and above fb as the nondispersive (N) and dispersive (D) ranges, respectively. To formally characterize the nature of the spectral scaling over
these ranges we have performed ﬁts to the observed wave spectra for each event. In the nondispersive range
these ﬁts have been performed for all events for 0.008 ≤ fsc ≤ 0.08 Hz in εBx and also 0.008 ≤ fsc ≤ 1 Hz for the
subset of events for which εB at 1 Hz satisﬁes εB > 102 nT2/Hz (as presented in Figure 3a). This avoids spurious contributions from the ﬂuxgate magnetometer’s noise ﬂoor while allowing the inclusion of all events
and measurements at fsc extending to just below the spectral breakpoint. We ﬁnd that the distribution of
indices derived in each case have lognormal form and are statistically indistinguishable. So for clarity we only
show results in Figure 4a from the ﬁts performed for 0.008 ≤ fsc ≤ 0.08 Hz, for which there is a much larger sample size. Here we ﬁnd that εBx ¼ AN f 1:9±0:6
. To examine the distribution of spectral indices in the dispersive
sc
range we have performed ﬁts to the onboard search coil spectral measurements from the spin axis sensor for
10 < fsc ≤ 100 Hz as well as wavelet transforms of time series burst mode measurements of Bx for
2 ≤ fsc ≤ 128 Hz. The noise ﬂoor of the search coil instrument requires that only events for which
εB > 10 6 nT2/Hz at fsc < 20 Hz are included. The resulting distributions in α from both the onboard spectra
and time series measurements are statistically equivalent with the larger survey of onboard measurements
returning the distribution shown in Figure 4a described by εBx ¼ AD f 2:9±0:6
. From these results then αN ≈ 2
sc
and αD ≈ 3 as graphically represented in Figure 3a. These indices are very similar to those found in comparable events on the THEMIS spacecraft [Chaston et al., 2012; Ergun et al., 2015] whose orbital coverage overlaps
that of the Van Allen Probes.

4. Wave Energy Density and Magnetospheric Activity
The result that εB ¼ Af α
sc allows changes in wave energy density as a function of magnetospheric activity for
the entire broadband spectrum to be studied from the variations in AN and AD with αN and αD held ﬁxed at
their average values. In fact, the continuity of the spectra at the breakpoint of fb ≈ 1 Hz requires that |AN| ≈ |AD|
so that it is sufﬁcient to examine the variation of AN, or AD, alone. This is a useful result because for a large
fraction of events, the spectral energy densities in the dispersive range are at, or just above, the search coil
magnetometer noise ﬂoor. This is true even during intervals of enhanced activity so that we only ever observe
the tail of the distribution of AD values. Consequently, it is not possible to conﬁdently determine how AD varies from the examination of probability distributions, and from hereon we consider only variations in AN. With
this in mind Figure 4b shows the distribution of AN values for a number of ranges in auroral electrojet (AE)
index. These distributions are lognormal in form with mean values that vary nearly linearly with AE. This
can be more easily seen in Figure 4c where we have ﬁtted the average value to ﬁnd AN ≈2106 AE. The
large standard deviation in each distribution, as indicated in Figure 4b by the red lines, means that there
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can be order of magnitude deviations from this trend for a given AE value. However, the fact that the standard deviation obeys a very similar trend to the average over whole observed range supports the veracity
of this characterization of the dependency of spectral energy density on the AE index.
In order to examine the relationship between AN and Dst the derived values for AN have been organized in
bins of Dst and, as described earlier with reference to Figure 2, in the sign of ΔDst over a 6 h interval centered
on the time of observation. The distinction in the sign of ΔDst allows the observations to be ordered with Dst
to mimic the temporal variation in AN over a storm as shown in Figure 4d. The conversion of the x axis to a
time scale would presumably stretch out the scale of the right side relative to an epoch time for individual
storm events. The magenta and blue curves here show the variation in the average value of AN with the standard deviation represented by the dashed curves. It is apparent from this plot that there is a logarithmic
dependency of spectral energy density on Dst with the largest spectral energy densities observed when
Dst reaches its minimum value. Also noteworthy is that for the same Dst value during the main phase of
geomagnetic storms, AN is more than twice that found during storm recovery. This preference for storm main
phase is compounded by the rate of occurrence of these broadband wave events. The histogram of Figure 4d
shows the total time of broadband wave observation at each Dst bin normalized by the duration over which
each Dst value was observed. This plot represents the probability of observing these broadband waves on
either spacecraft A or B. This histogram reveals that these waves are primarily associated with intervals of
decreasing Dst and/or the main phase of geomagnetic storms and that when Dst ≲  100 the probability
of observing these waves on either spacecraft A or B during the main phase of a geomagnetic storm exceeds
50%. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 2 which indicates that these waves are nearly always
present on the nightside for L > 5 during storm times.
To explore the possibility that Dst is causally related to wave spectral energy density we now compare the
time rate change of Dst with AN. Figure 4e shows the average time rate of change in the Dst index (dDst
dt ) in
a series of AN bins at various Dst values. Here dDst
dt is evaluated for each wave event over a 2 h interval (three
points) centered on the time of each event. The top half of this plot shows results recorded during intervals
when Dst is increasing and for larger negative values of Dst is dominated by recovery phase events.
Conversely, the lower half of the plot corresponds to intervals when Dst is decreasing. For larger negative
values of Dst the lower portion of this plot primarily corresponds to main phase events. Irrespective of storm
phase and the value of Dst, however, it is apparent from the negative slope of these curves that dDst
dt is negatively correlated with AN. For storm main and recovery phases the rate of decrease and increase in Dst will
therefore be, respectively, enhanced or reduced when these waves are present. This result suggests that
these waves may “pump up” ion energy densities in the inner magnetosphere.

5. Wave Energy Density and Location
Having described the variation of spectral energy density with magnetospheric activity we now consider how
spectral energy densities vary with location. Here we apply the same methodology used to produce Figure 2
to the derived values for AN. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of the lognormal averages of AN in each
MLT and L shell bin for Dst ≥  20 nT (Figure 5a), for Dst <  20 with ΔDst negative or zero (Figure 5b), and for
Dst <  20 with ΔDst > 0 (Figure 5c). To provide meaningful averages we have enforced the requirement that
at least 10 events are present in a bin before including the average on this plot. This has the effect of reducing
the number of shaded segments relative to that shown in Figure 2, particularly on the dayside. Figure 5 shows
that irrespective of Dst, the largest spectral energy densities in Bx are generally found premidnight and primarily toward dusk. Surprisingly, the largest enhancements are generally not observed at the largest L shells
but within L = 5 and often close to the innermost L shell bin for a given MLT. At depressed values of Dst as
shown in Figures 5b and 5c the values for AN are enhanced nearly everywhere. This is particularly the case
during intervals of decreasing Dst (Figure 5b) when the largest spectral energy densities are observed and
enhanced average amplitudes appear at dawn with the whole distribution extending to lower L shell. On
the other hand, during intervals of increasing Dst, as shown in Figure 5c, dayside spectral energy densities
are enhanced, albeit somewhat sporadically.
Comparable distributions for the electric ﬁeld spectra (εE) can be derived from these data with the expectation that they be deﬁned by AN and, based on Figure 3c, the variation in VA2. Extraction of the statistical
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Figure 5. Variation of wave properties with location and storm phase. AN as a function of MLT and L shell for (a) nonstorm
time phase, (b) storm main phase, and (c) storm recovery phase as described in the text. (d–f) The corresponding spectral
energy densities in spacecraft spin plane electric ﬁelds over the range of fsc = 0.8–1.5 Hz.

variation in VA from the measurements performed by the Van Allen Probes is however complicated by the
presence of cold plasmas, not resolved by the particle instruments, and more speciﬁcally the contribution
of heavy ion species. Qualitatively, however, the distributions shown in Figures 5d–5f are consistent with
expectations. These show the spectral energy density over the range of fsc = 0.8–1.5 Hz as provided by the
electric ﬁeld ﬁlter-bank measurements from the Van Allen Probes [Wygant et al., 2013]. These data have been
averaged over 1 min and are thus recorded with cadence 2.5 times larger than the results for AN. The range of
fsc = 0.8–1.5 Hz has been selected because from the dispersion relation ﬁt shown in Figure 3c, we ﬁnd that
k⊥ ρi ≈ 1 at these frequencies. It is at k⊥ ρi ≈ 1 that the efﬁcacy of these waves for driving particle acceleration
is greatest [Chen, 1999], and therefore, spectral energy densities here are perhaps of most interest. The
prominent difference between the results for εE and those for AN shown in Figures 5a–5c is the shift of peak
spectral energy densities from dusk toward midnight and toward larger L shell. This variation is as expected
from variation in VA due to the MLT dependencies of density and composition [Denton et al., 2005] and
decreasing mass density with increasing L shell. Nonetheless, it remains true even for these electric ﬁeld
variations that large spectral energy densities in these waves can be found into L = 3.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
Perhaps the most surprising result from this study is the prevalence of broadband low-frequency electromagnetic waves into L ≈ 3 and over more than 12 h in local time centered roughly around midnight. While we
have not performed a quantitative comparison, it appears that these waves occur more frequently than whistler mode chorus so it is somewhat remarkable that they have not featured in previous studies of plasma
waves of the inner magnetosphere. While this is important from the perspective of characterizing the wave
environment of near-Earth space, it is of special relevance for understanding the dynamics of this region
because these waves are kinetic. It is well known that kinetic Alfvén waves drive parallel electron acceleration
[Lysak and Lotko, 1996; Lotko et al., 1998; Wygant et al., 2002] and transverse ion energization in the magnetosphere [Johnson and Cheng, 2001; Chaston et al., 2004]. In the inner magnetosphere the former may be important for losses of energetic electrons from the radiation belts, while the later may account for the anomalous
contribution of O+ ions to the ring current and more generally enhancements in inner magnetospheric ion
pressure during storm times. These topics are among those basic issues needing resolution to advance
understanding of the inner magnetosphere [Mauk et al., 2013].
Indeed, there are features of the distribution and properties of these waves reported here that suggest a
connection to the long-duration intervals of electron loss from the radiation belts and the rapid growth of
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the ring current during storm times. First, the reported statistical distribution of long-duration electron precipitation [Blum et al., 2015] (as opposed to microbursts) from the SAMPEX mission is remarkably similar to the distribution of broadband waves we report here. Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are often cited as the
driver of these losses, yet conjunctive observations are few [Millan et al., 2013] and the frequency of modulation
of the precipitating ﬂuxes is lower than the observed EMIC wave frequencies [Foat et al., 1998]. The multi keV
parallel potential drop provided by kinetic Alfvén waves, particularly if in the form of a resonance of the geomagnetic ﬁeld, provides an obvious means to drive energetic electrons into the loss cone. In fact, based on
the wave modeling performed by Chaston et al. [2014a] for Van Allen Probe observations of these waves, such
a process would modulate this precipitation at frequencies very similar to those observed.
Second, the preponderance of wave observations during the main phase of geomagnetic storms and in particular the anticorrelation between the rate of change in Dst and the spectral energy density of these ﬁeld
variations suggest that these waves may contribute to “pumping up” ion energy densities through the
inner magnetosphere. The anticorrelation is perhaps expected given the association between these waves
and injections and so alone does not necessarily represent evidence for signiﬁcant wave energization.
However, it has been shown that these waves heat ion distributions in the near-Earth plasma sheet by more
than a keV on average and by up to 10 keV for large-amplitude events [Chaston et al., 2014b] and may energize a subset of individual ions to much larger energy [Stasiewicz et al., 2013]. It has also been demonstrated
that such waves are particularly effective in the extraction and energization of ionospheric ions to several keV
and perhaps larger [Chaston et al., 2004]. Ionospheric ion energized by this means would provide timedispersed signatures in ion energy-time spectrograms in the equatorial plane as observed on the Van
Allen Probes [Chaston et al., 2014c]. Furthermore, present-day ring current models often underestimate ion
energy density in the inner magnetosphere [Ganushkina et al., 2005; Jordanova et al., 2006; Jordanova,
2012]. It is conceivable that these waves may provide the missing energization to account for this deﬁcit.
Conﬁrmation of the role of these waves in either electron losses or ring current enhancements may be possible from an analysis of the particle measurements and the identiﬁcation signatures of kinetic Alfvén wave
energization processes. This remains a task for future investigations.
The efﬁcacy of these waves for driving particle energization in the inner magnetosphere requires a means
through which energy on those wave scales where energization may occur is continually replenished. An
insight into how this may be facilitated is provided by observations of waves with very similar characteristics
in fast earthward plasma sheet ﬂows at geocentric distances which overlap with those of the Van Allen
Probes [Chaston et al., 2012; Ergun et al., 2015]. This suggests that the region of space occupied by these
ﬂuctuations extends from an inner edge, delineated by the Van Allen Probe observations we report here,
and outward deep into the plasma sheet as documented in the aforementioned studies. The association
between the wave observations from the Van Allen Probes during injections with those in earthward plasma
sheet ﬂows therefore suggests an energy source or driver located in the plasma sheet. This does not eliminate
the possible contribution to wave growth due to resonances with energetic particles [Southwood et al., 1969;
Korotova et al., 2015]. However, given the similarity to observations in the plasma sheet, the well-known
inward transport of energy through the plasma sheet during substorms [Angelopoulos et al., 2008] and
simulations which have shown how inward energy transport may drive Alfvénic resonances of ﬁeld lines in
the dipolar magnetosphere [Lee and Lysak, 1991; Rankin et al., 1993a], a plasma sheet driver seems perhaps
more likely.
Various models have been suggested to facilitate the required cascade from the driven MHD-type scales down
to the kinetic scales necessary to account for our observations. These include phase mixing and wave focusing
[Rankin et al., 1993a; Mann et al., 1995; Rankin et al., 2005], ionospheric feedback [Streltsov and Lotko, 2005], and
current sheet/shear ﬂow instabilities [Rankin et al., 1993b]. However, the robust power law scaling of spectral
energy density over several orders of magnitude in fsc, or indirectly k, is suggestive of a turbulent model for
how this may be achieved [Goldreich and Sridhar, 1995]. The occurrence of a spectral “breakpoint” at k⊥ ρi ≈ 1
and the scaling laws observed are, for example, consistent with gyrokinetic models for shear Alfvén wave
turbulence in a strong background magnetic ﬁeld [Howes et al., 2008] and/or nonlinear wave scattering
[Rudakov et al., 2011, 2012]. The requirement in the Goldreich and Sridhar [1995] model for counterpropagating
Alfvén waves is naturally provided in the inner magnetosphere through reﬂection from the ionosphere.
Observations have in fact shown how the reﬂection process and consequent counterpropagation of waves
in the equatorial plane is manifest over a broad range of wave numbers [Chaston et al., 2014a]. This appears
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in observations as a spectrum of kinetic scale ﬁeld line resonances at spacecraft frame frequencies corresponding to k⊥ ρi ≲ 1 in the equatorial plane with travelling waves deeper in the dispersive range. The large amplitudes
observed, particularly on those ﬁeld lines deep in the inner magnetosphere, may be a consequence of the
trapping of wave energy on L shells which are nonradiative due to the balancing of wave dispersion and/or
focusing due to radial phase speed gradients [Streltsov and Lotko, 1999; Rankin et al., 2005]. However, the
relationship between standing ﬁeld line resonant structures and the apparent turbulent form of the spectral
observations is unclear. The phenomenology may be consistent with intermittency and the formation of
coherent ﬁeld structures on ﬁeld lines where resonant conditions are satisﬁed but clearly more analysis is
needed. Irrespective of the details of the mechanism it is apparent that the electric ﬁelds produced can exceed
500 mV/m [Chaston et al., 2014a] and are perhaps the largest found in the inner magnetosphere.
Finally, there has been interest in the occurrence of time domain structures on millisecond time scales in the
electric ﬁeld observations in the inner magnetosphere [Mozer et al., 2013, 2015; Malaspina et al., 2014]. While
we have not performed a quantitative analysis, such features are correlated with the occurrence of the
Alfvénic waves we document here. We note for context that similar structures have been reported in the
near-Earth magnetotail in association with Alfvénic turbulence [Ergun et al., 2015; Stawarz et al., 2015] and
are known to be embedded within intervals of Alfvénic wave activity in the auroral acceleration region
[Stasiewicz et al., 1997; Chaston et al., 2006, 2007; Ergun et al., 2005]. It has been shown that the time domain
structures observed in the inner magnetosphere can be a consequence of anisotropic electron distributions
[Drake et al., 2015]. However, time domain structures are often observed in the absence of whistler mode
waves expected to be present under conditions of anisotropy sufﬁcient for their formation via this means.
An alternative, much in the manner reported in the auroral acceleration region and the plasma sheet, is
provided by the ﬁlamentary currents associated with the Alfvénic waves we observe. The efﬁcacy of this
process for the formation of phase space holes and double layers for observed parameters has been demonstrated in a number of studies [Silberstein and Otani, 1994; Newman et al., 2001; Genot et al., 2004; Stawarz
et al., 2015]. While this may not be the exclusive means for the formation of time domain structures on the
Van Allen Probes, observations of current densities in ﬁlamentary Alfvén waves that require electron drift
speeds a signiﬁcant fraction of the electron thermal velocity suggest that such a process should be active.
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